
Prose Analysis Crib Sheet

Know these terms fram our reading in Story and Structure and the Commentary Wtzeel. Terms marked with an *
will be especially helpful on the prase multlple chalce section; other terms will help you on the essay questions.

Familiarize yourself by writing the definitian af the urm followed by an example from a text we have read.

Plot

Plot Structure

Conflict

Protagonist

Antagonist

Suspense*

Mystery

Dilemma

Surprise

Indeterminate ending

Artibtic unity*

Plot manipulation

Deus ex machine

Coincidence

Rising action

Climax

Falling action

Direct Characterization*

Indirect Characterization*

Dramatization

FIat Character

Round Character

Stock Character

Static Character

Developing Character

Epiphany*

Omniscient Narrator*

Third person limited Narrator* 
' 

,

Stream of consciousness*

First person Narrator*

ObjectivelDramatic Narrator*

Symbol as it is tied to the story

Symbol as it is supporled by entire context

Symbol as more than representative of a type

Symbols with multiple meanings

AllegoryVerbal lrony*

Dramatic lronlF

Situational lrony*

Sentimentality

Editorializing*

Poeticizing*

Tone*

Rhetoric*

Allusion*

Style*

Diction*

Connotation*

Denotation*

Syntaxx

Purpose*



The Multiple-Choice Questions . 39

Prose: Key Words and Phrases found in Multiple-Choice Questions

Factual Technical Analytical Inferential

words refer to sentence structure rhetorical strategy effect of diction

allusions style shift in development tone

antecedents grammatical purpose rhetorical stance inferences

pronoun referents dominant technique style effect of description

genre rmagery metaphor effect of last paragraph

semrng point of view contrast effect on reader

organization of
passage

companson narrator's attitude

narratlve progress
of passage

cause/effect lmage suggesrc

conflict argument effect of detail

rrony description author implies

function of narration author most
concerned with

specific-general symbol

how something is
characteized

imagery

passage is primarily
concerned with

function of

Poetry: Key Words and Phrases found in Multiple-Choice Questions

Factual Technical Analytical Inferential

all except rmagefy character portrayal mood

definition literary devices lmagery attitude of

thesis paradox literary devices poet's attitude

sequence of events organizational pattern paradox purpose of

the object of 

- 
is 

-
syntax purpose of tone of the poem

allusion metrics rhetorical shifts theme of the poem

the subject of dramatic
situation

parallel structure ironies presented reader may infer

rhetorical shifts least important best interpreted as

paraphrasing ironies presented most rmportant effect of diction

subject function of diction speaker implies

references dramatic moment is associated with

meaning conveyed by context

symbol


